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ABSTRACT
Asset management industry or the process of recording assets in the rightful manner, has seen an
upward trend in the light of the ever-expanding business sector and resultant complications. This
management process become more complicated in situations where parties of exchange reside
across different companies or under different jurisdictions. Since all the parties cannot be directly
controlled by the managers, asset management becomes a lengthy, time consuming process. Under
many conditions, these transfers occur with service providers making these settlement processes
expensive, time-consuming and involving immense efforts. In industries like construction, these assets
are generally utilized by contractors who are outside the direct jurisdiction of the company,
necessitating the requirement to track each and every asset used.
Currently, blockchain technologies are leveraged by multiple construction businesses, hospitality
ventures and other industries to manage assets. Sans blockchain, the leading companies will not be
able to utilize their potential to the maximum. Hospitality industry will find hiccups in tracking all their
logistics and client information efficiently. Settlement will hence become difficult to address, leading
to fragmentation of asset ownership. When assets are brought in, or transferred to an internal
department, this transfer generally leads to disputes, arising from a lack of history of the asset transfer
process.
These disputes may be attributed to a centralized process that eventually yields human errors or poor
information management.
With the introduction of blockchain in asset management, smart contracts will be used to hold, access
or transfer assets and logistics on the basis of pre-determined conditions. These technologies
leverage the cryptographic proof benefits and cannot be altered once created.
The proposed solution will provide companies with a platform to store all their attended and
unattended company assets on, making transfer and handling of assets more manageable, easier and
efficient. All this will make the leap from the current asset management to the futuristic asset
management possible.
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CURRENT STATISTICS
The core of any business lies in the movement and processing of assets-be it goods, infrastructure, or
field force. The manufacturing and logistics management systems are hence used by almost all
companies , making it a crucial task for all business managers. Here’s an outlook on the current asset
management-based logistics industry.
•
•
•
•

Business to business transfer of retail goods accounts for over $6 trillion in Asia alone.
Additionally, over $150 billion is spent on transferring these good to multiple locations.
Analysis of global cost inflation stands at 3.7 percent for 2016 with a forecasted average rise of
3.5 percent in 2017.
The global market value of the industry stands at $8.1 trillion as of 2015 and is expected to
advance up to $15.5 trillion by 2023.
Transfers made in the industry are generally facilitated by outsourced transportation provider,
who are limited in competency when it comes to technology.

The current statistics show the dark side of the asset management and service industry which
appears too volatile. The need of the hour is to develop a solution that can perform the task of
asset management with complete perfection and security, where everyone knows what is going
on at all times.
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CURRENT SCENARIO
A majority of asset management transactions have paper records of proof of delivery(POD) and
transfer. These POD’s are slow and subject to dispute, eventually leading to delayed and biased
settlements. These factors account to a slow asset management system where no one is sure of the
current location of the asset and the places the asset has been to, in it’s journey to reach the current
location. A change in the de facto standards was hence felt.
The necessity for a digital record system was absent in the past owing to a rather simplified nature of
the business. On the other hand, today, there exist multiple intermediaries who own the goods at
different point of times-be it, brokers, shippers, contractors, service providers, drivers, carriers or
different departments within an organization. These make it necessary to maintain a rather
decentralized form of record and asset management system to have complete knowledge of the
know-how of goods at each and every stage.
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PROBLEMS STATMENT
The application of blockchain technology in the financial industry is still in the early stages, let alone
it’s adoption in other use cases. Companies who practice or leverage asset management in industries
like construction, IT or hospitality are still unaware of the benefits that blockchain industry can bring
for their business. To date, blockchain has viewed limited deployment in situations that cater to large
volumes of data or are spread over a large area. The industry has not experienced widespread
adoption of the technology due to the conventional barriers to disruption: data privacy, legal issues
inconsistent technology standards and high costs relating to replacing current infrastructure. Some
companies that are trying to adopt blockchain include L&T: it is adopting blockchain in construction
to remove intermediaries under contract processing and streamline project deliveries and payments.
Although there are companies adopting this latest trend with open arms, there aren’t many examples
to give.
Henceforth, we discuss the flaws of the current asset management process, that makes it necessary to
use a more systematic management system:
1. Lack of Transparency - Poor asset management is a result of gaps in transparency. The process of
movement of goods and asset from one location to the other is already an uncertain process, and the
lack of a system of transparency makes it even more hectic for companies to track their assets. The
lack of transparency in assets generally arises from poor data handling practices.
2. Poor Tracking - Asset management is different from financial management because users are more
concerned about obtaining what they need and forget about the asset once their work is over, rather
than maintaining proper track of the assets. Tracking issues lead to multiple problems thereafter
including failed deliveries, lost assets, increased costs and confusion among users.
3. Poor Management - Failure in asset management will ultimately lead to poor management and
slow operations in the organization. One thing business managers dread the most is poor
management-it cannot be eliminated until a proper asset management system is implemented
and well-executed. The combination of these with transparency issues will lead to lack of
accountability.
4. Incomplete Knowledge for Incentive Distribution - Improper tracking of assets in a company
leads to inefficiency. As a result, employees put the blame on each other resulting in the lack of
complete knowledge about the whereabouts of assets and the reason behind any discrepancies.
With the help of blockchain asset management, records become transparent and manageable,
leading to proper information. This results in right incentive allotment and recognition.
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OUR VISION
The asset management system at Debut Infotech aims at providing an easy, systematic and advanced
solution for the day-to-day asset management activities. Our solution is driven by best-in-class
technology infrastructure, but at the end of the day, we aim to simplify the asset management
process, which saves us a time-frame to focus on developing better solutions.
The asset management solution we propose is embedded into each stage of the supply chain process
making recording and accessing of asset related information super quick. The asset becomes a part of
the management solution once it moves from the hands of an owner and is purchased/rented/leased
by the company. The asset will then stay recorded in the solution till it is written off, sold or moves out
of the company jurisdiction, enabling the managers to keep a close check on the whereabouts of an
asset. The core values of our asset management solution include • Complete tracking system
• Transparency
• Trust
• Decentralization
• Complete security
• Digitization of records.
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PRODUCT ECOSYSTEM
Blockchain technology follows the procedure of adding nodes to the system as and when any change
in assets is made. This would imply that, from the point when the asset entered into the company, it is
added into the system using some programming. Once the asset is added to the solution, an
unaltered record of the location of the asset when it entered the company will remain forever. For
instance, when a furniture enters a hotel chain, it gets recorded on the solution allowing managers to
have complete knowledge about the whereabouts of the asset and its movement. This allows
managers to know when the asset entered the company, who received it and the consideration paid
for this transaction. This record of the asset is called node, which are separate records of the assets
indicating any transfer made. Owing to the benefits of the blockchain technology, these records will
be digitized and decentralized giving them added security and making it impossible to hack the
system.
Each time the transfer of an asset is made, a new node will be created and added to the trail of
previous nodes. This helps create a long chain of nodes which can be accessed at any point of time to
find out details about the asset’s whereabouts.
At Debut Infotech, managers don’t have to indulge in robotic tasks-adding a new node becomes as
simple as data entry. This data entering function will be performed on the basis of these three stages:
1. Initiation
As soon as an asset leaves a supplier or transferor, it must be recorded in the asset management
solution. This will let a company know whether the owner gave up the possession of the asset or
not. Additionally, an asset can get lost on it’s way, keeping a record of the transfer initiation will
allow the company to know who is at fault if any error occurs.
2. Transportation of Asset
The movement of an asset from the transferor to the transferee also initiates the process of
transportation. This makes it necessary for companies to record an asset when it is in
transportation. This step becomes all the more important when dealing with a company with
multiple branches or offices. Assets are transferred between all these offices and are co-owned.
This necessitates the requirement for a single asset management solution.
3. Completion of Transaction
When an asset reaches the transferee, the person who holds possession of the asset will enter a
node into the computer. All the details of the current location of the asset will be stored at this
point. It becomes the duty of the person in possession to attach a node if the location alters
thereafter.
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TECHNOLOGY
Solution architecture using Blockchain
The intent of the AssetChain was to build a limited-use, "production-ready" solution and prove the
capability of the blockchain to help with asset lifecycle management issues. Hence, the team picked a
set of core user stories that demonstrate business value and overcome technical challenges.
The solution architecture addresses the following user stories:
• Record an event associated with the asset, such as purchase, inventory, assignment, disposal,
and warranty.
• Device request for allocation and related workflow to avoid any discrepancies.
• Determine if device is physically damaged at any location or any event.
• Encrypt and store the original transaction or event details and record the hash of those proofs on
the blockchain
• Provide the ability to view the asset lifecycle including the proofs via a user interface using
various methods — by asset serial number, and by assignment.
• Data should be accessible only within the organization with private chains
We deployed the solution on an instance of the blockchain running on our own network. The access
to the blockchain is provided by the SDK for Node.js client interface. All partner, application, and
user interactions flow through the API or the user interface that sits on top of it.
The data that flows in and out of the blockchain are in JSON format, thus making it easy to
understand, consume, and process. In the AssetChain, the Node.js client integrates with the
blockchin network created in our organization internally. During the solution development process,
we had to carefully avoid the pitfall of designing the blockchain as "yet another application" or "a
centralized operational database."
Solution Architecture:
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Table 1. Legend for Figure Above

0

The Fabric — the physical or virtual servers running the software
(one more more peers in a peer-to-peer network, and the Certificate Authority
(CA) with or without security, privacy, and TSL enablement.

1

Peer. Software running on a node on the network. Each peer works cohesively
with other peers in the network and can perform one of many roles: nonvalidating, validating, endorser, committer.

2

CA, or Certificate Authority. Also known as Member services. Issues eCert
(member enrollment certificates) and tCert (transaction certificates). Member
organizations are enabled through the membersrvc.yaml file.

3

Ledger. An instance of the database associated with a peer. Every peer holds a
copy of the ledger and records not only the application-specific data but also the
world state resulting from every execution of the smart contract.

4

Node application components and Node SDK client that connects to the Fabric.
The application components perform functions to receive and parse JSON files,
emit events back to the supply chain, encrypt and decrypt files, manage sessions,
and interface with the Node SDK client API. We have also provided a local client
database for caching client specific data.

5

Browser-based user interface. Enables users to interact with the Asset
Management application. Results to user requests may be drawn from the
blockchain or from local application components and other external supply chain
applications.

6

Local Fabric client-specific data cache

7

An encrypted document store. Saves encrypted copies of received proofs-oftransaction events and documents.

Designing for scalability
Blockchain technology has the potential to address the interoperability challenges currently
present in IT systems and to be the technical standard that enables Management, suppliers,
Service providers, and third-party service providers to securely
share asset information.
Thus, the design we propose must be able to scale to support new asset types, events, business
entities, and applications. During the MVP phase, we realized early on that while maintaining the
immutability of the ledger, the solution must be scalable, extensible, and able to accommodate
forward and backward compatibility with new releases of the fabric.
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Figure 6. Interim reference architecture

In Figure 6, the right two columns represent the blockchain cluster and the Fabric-Client clients
accessing those chains. Each blockchain in the cluster provides different services to each other
and the clients that connect to them. The Fabric-Client clients have been modeled to access a
local database to be used by that instance of the client alone for client-specific data that requires
caching. The clients also leverage a shared cloud database between them. In future architectures,
a cloud database such as Cloudant would act as a shared data store for encrypted documents,
instead of the file share being used in the MVP.
The middle column represents application UI and its components. Any number of them can
connect to the Fabric-Client APIs and interact with the blockchain(s).
The second column from the left provides integration microservices. The very first column
represents the organization and entities. They communicate with the blockchain via the
integration services or the UI or both.
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ASSET CHAIN NETWORK DIAGRAM
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FOCUSED INDUSTRIES
Assets are owned by almost all companies, enabling a growing demand of asset management
blockchain solutions. Various industries where it’s presence can be expected in the near future
include:
• Hospitality Industry
Manage business data and assets in the best way possible with the help of an asset management
solution. This allows companies to keep a track of all assets and logistics that enter a hotel, their
location and the places they are sent to. Additionally, storing customer records will become all the
more easier adding maximum security to hotel bookings and transactions. The best use case of
Blockchain here is - TUI Group. The CEO of TUI, Fritz Joussen has always been a supporter of the
technology. The company operates in various European countries and all these markets are
operated independently. In order to manage these, the company has adopted the technology to
iron out any inefficiencies by creating a single database for all locations and swap beds to a
location with high demand. This will help generate a 10% annual profit increase for TUI.
• Construction Industry
Construction industry requires asset management because they people who take up construction
projects and the ones who actually perform them are separate from each other. The real field
force works on the construction process and hence requires to be managed in order to track the
actual performance of each and every person and asset without actually going on site.
• Automotive Industry
Vehicles can be a costly asset to hold, making it all the more necessary to keep a regular, digitized
record of all vehicles and any improvement or sale made thereafter. This will include keeping a
truthful track and full history of the vehicle from pre-production till sales.
• Government
Government owns multiple assets; these assets are utilized for the betterment of the country and
need to be accurately managed. The function of government is to maintain regular information
about individuals, organizations, activities, assets etc. They need to maintain records related to
birth, deaths, marital status information, property transfers, criminal activities etc. Managing all this
data can become complicated as many records exist on papers, while other records take a large
time to edit. Hence to store all this data with maximum efficiency, trust and minimum frauds, a
better form of recording and management was required. This is solved with the help of blockchain
and it’s open, transparent and collaborative asset management system.
• Transportation Industry
Keep track of every transportation journey, mark all journey stop and loading-unloading processes
using this solution. When transportation use case is paired with IT, a real-time ledger of all trips
comes alive in a business.
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• Education Industry
Every educational institution has plenty of assets in-campus and beyond where many of them
stay unattended. They can be of use if their whereabouts are known to the authorities.
Digitization of logistics and student records will lead to easy verification of academic credentials.
Repository of academic information related to classes, professor and students will become
easier.
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CONCLUSION
• Overview of Various Operations
To achieve full efficiency in our solution and it’s operations, a proper investment into various
departments will be made. These will combinely contribute in making a fully functional asset
management system adding productivity, security and transparency to all industries.

1) Operations
Operations will primarily focus on building the technology behind the solution. This will
include making a technology front-end that makes it easier for companies to enter data
with as minimum coding as possible. Support team along with operations will focus on any
issues that occur along the way and solve these to produce a solution which is bulletproof.
2) Marketing Strategy
Our market strategy will strategically position the solution in the market and use it to solve
all day-to-day problems. Developing a solution with no issues is the first step towards this.
Additionally, our partnerships with IT leaders will act as an advocate showcasing how
efficient our solution can be when implemented properly.
3) Legal
Blockchain technology implementation requires legal regulations that are different for
various industries. A hold on the current regulations is hence necessary. This involves using
the current regulations to develop a framework that can perform well in all industries.
4) Research & Development
Research into the entire blockchain technology will be undertaken by our team of experts
as well as experienced developers with the capability to turn the technology into real,
actionable and ready to use solution.

• Future Prospects
The future of blockchain industry is bright and so is its implementation in asset management.
Transparency is of highest priority in businesses now, and our asset management solution aims
to provide a solution for the same. In the future, our experiments with the blockchain
technology will be aimed at providing solutions that need absolutely no programming. The
solution will then provide a graphic presentation of the location of various assets and show the
real-time transfer of all these assets, as and when they are made. In turn, we aim at building a
decentralized asset management infrastructure for your business, where YOU, as a businessowner knows the whereabouts of each asset you ever marked.
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